NEWS SITUATION TRACKING OF LIBERIA

Location : Republic of Liberia
Issue: ‘Electoral Tensions Threatens Conduct of Run-off Elections’
Date: October 23 – 31, 2017

COMMUNITY PROFILING
Basic Demography and Geography
Liberia: Liberia is in West Africa with
a population size of about 4, 001,855
1
people .The country is bordered by
Sierra Leone, Cote D’Ivoire, Guinea
and the Atlantic Ocean. There are 15
political subdivisions known as
2
Counties ,including Montserrado
the location of the capital City,
Monrovia. Montserrado is politically
influential not only as the host of the
country’s capital, but also because of
its
disproportionately
high
population; it is estimated that
almost half of all Liberians live within
Greater Monrovia. In the 2017
electoral cycle, a total of 1,903,229
registered to vote, of which 52% are
males and 48% females. The total
number of valid votes cast in the
presidential was 1,553,348. The
Coalition for Democratic Change
(CDC) candidate, George Weah had
38.4% while the Unity Party’s (UP)
Joseph Boakai had 28.8% at the first
ballot.
Politics and Governance
Liberia has a mixed legal system of
common law (based on Anglo1

CRITICAL STAKEHOLDERS

INCIDENT PROFILING

Direct Actors: National Elections
Commission, Supreme Court of
Liberia, Unity Party, Liberty Party,
All Liberian Party, Coalition for
Democratic Change, the Liberia
National Police & other Political
groups.

Liberians, on 10 October 2017 went to the polls to elect a new
President and members of the House of Representatives in the
first elections managed entirely by Liberians since the end of
civil war in 2003. Local and international Observer groups
ajudged the elections to be generally peaceful, although they
identified a number of challengess such as the late arrival of
polling materials and late start of the polls, omissions of names
from the final register, change of voting precincts without prior
notice to voters, adequately training or knowledgeable about
polling procedures of pollinng officials, among others. During
the first round, there were 1,553,348 valid votes cast in the
presidential election. The Coalition for Democratic Change
(CDC) candidate, George Weah had 38.4% while the Unity
Party’s (UP) Joseph Boakai had 28.8% at the first ballot. A runth
off slated for 7 November 2017 between the CDC and UP was
announced by the National Elections Commission (NEC) on
grounds that no political party met the constitutional
requirement of an absolute majority or 50% plus 1 vote to be
4
declared a winner.

Affected Persons: Community
members, especially political
party supporters and general
electorates.
Interested Actors: ECOWAS, AU,
UN, USA,Regional and National
Civil Society actors.

th

Post –Election Contentions
Barely seven days to the conduct of the presidential run-off in
line with constitutional provisions, the ruling Unity Party has
declared a total lack of confidence in the Chairperson of the
National Elections Commission(NEC) and the NEC’s Capacity to
conduct the November 7, 2017 run-off. The ruling Unity Party
in collaboration with the All Liberian Party and the Liberty
th
Party, in a joint press conference on 28 October 2017, further
accused President Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf of interference and
manipulation of the electoral process when she allegedly held

Household Income and Expenditure Survey 2014 of the Liberia Institute of Statistics & Geo-Information Services
(LISGIS)
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The 15 counties of Liberia are Bomi, Bong, Gbarpolu, Grand Bassa, Grand Cape Mount, Grand Gedeh, Grand Kru, Lofa,
Margibi, Maryland, Montserrado, Nimba, River Cess, River Gee, Sinoe
4
Article 83b of the 1986 Constitution of the Republic of Liberia states that “All elections of public officers shall be
determined by an absolute majority of the votes cast. If no candidate obtains an absolute majority in the first ballot, a
second ballot shall be conducted on the second Tuesday following. The two candidates who received the greatest
numbers of votes on the first ballot shall be designated to participate in the run-off election”.

American law) and customary law.
and a Republican form of
government with three branches
including Legislature, Judiciary and
Executive.
This form of government calls for the
conduct of elections for President
and House of Representatives after
every six years, while the elections
for the House of Senate is conducted
after every nine years. The president
has a maximum of two terms in
office while the members of the
Legislature are elected as long as
they enjoy the confidence of the
3
Liberian people .

secret meetings with NEC Magistrates.The three parties
considered this as an act of ‘intimidation and inducement’ and
have therefore raised concerns which they indicated must be
addressed before the run-off.
The parties through the statement, outlined ‘increasing and
disturbing reports of alleged massive fraud’ ranging from
widespread and systematic fraud, incompetence, inefficiencies,
including the omission of voters’ names from the final
registration roll and deliberate actions and/or inactions on the
part of the NEC that prevented thousands of Liberians from
th
voting during the October 10 , 2017 polls.
In a rebuttal to the press conference, the Office of the
President issued a statement on October 30 indicating that the
allegations levelled against President Sirleaf were baseless. The
statement further noted that the allegations by the three
political parties fell in the category of "hate speech" and
"inciting language" which President Sirleaf insisted should be
condemned and disavowed by all peace-loving Liberians. The
statement clarified that meetings, interactions or exchanges
between the Office of the President and the National Elections
Commission were consistent with constitutional provisions to
ensure that the electoral process was supported by the Liberian
Government.

Writ of Prohibition
Meanwhile, the Liberty Party has requested a Writ of
th
Prohibition and a re-run of the October 10 , 2017 presidential
and legislative elections, citing mass irregularities and fraud
and has been joined by the ruling Unity Party, the All Liberian
Party and the Alternative National Congress.
The Supreme Court has scheduled Thursday, November 02
2017 for a hearing with the NEC and the Liberty Party to show
th
cause why the November 7 , 2017 run-off election should be
halted. The court has further put a temporary halt to the NEC
activities until the hearing is conducted. An ECOWAS mediation
team made up of the ECOWAS Chair, and the President of
Guinea together with the AU, have met with the key
contenders to try and resolve the political impasse.

3 Article 83 (a) of the 1986 Constitution of the Republic of Liberia states that “voting for the President, Vice-President,

members of the Senate and members of the House of Representatives shall be conducted throughout the Republic on
the second Tuesday in October of each election year.

Situation Tracking is a periodic analytical report designed by WANEP through its National Early
Warning System (NEWS) to monitor the changing trends of specific conflict threat as civil society
support to peace and security in Liberia
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OPPORTUNITIES/RECOMMENDATIONS
o

The prompt response of ECOWAS and AU is a positive step at the strategic level towards
resolving the current political stalemate. Their intervention is expected to contribute
towards a quick consensus of all parties involved to reach a peaceful resolution.

o

There is the need for extensive dialogue and quiet diplomacy on the part of eminent
Liberian citizens and other stakeholders to convince aggrieved candidates and their
supporters to continue to respect the Rule of Law and repose confidence in the
country’s Supreme Court in resolving any grievances. In this regard, the experiences of
the the Liberia Elections Early Warning and Response Group (LEEWARG) - which is made
up of eminent personalities, including diplomats, religious and traditional leaders, civil
society

groups , Women’s groups, ECOWAS, AU, UN – could be leveraged on to

coordinate response options to maintain peace and security during and after the court
decision.
o

NEC should put in place mechanisms to rebuild public confidence in its ability to manage
the electoral process. This should include, but not limited to providing regular updates
to the general populace on its interventions and activities to avoid speculations and
rumours. NEC should address all concerns and suspicions of stakeholders by providing
facts and evidence in a transparent manne;.

o

The National Police and other security actors should continue to ensure adequate
security is provided to hotspot and high crime areas in order to reduce the risk of
clashes between party supporters using a rights-based approach. Adequate security
should also be provided to NEC officials and members of the judiciary responsible for
adjudicating on this matter. The National Police should utilize the local media to
disseminate security information and channels of communication/hotlines that will
ensure the security of all stakeholders especially in hotspot areas;

o

Aggrieved political parties should maintain maturity and tolerance in persuing their
respective concerns to avoid violence that may lead to the disruption of the run-off
election;

o

The media should continue its peace messages on non-violence targeted at youth
groups and political party supporters. It should also avoid propagating inciteful language
and unsubstantiated information and allegations against individuals or groups.
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